
 

 

 

PE1591/Y 
Councillor Ronald MacDonald submission of 18 March 2018 
 
As a follow-up to the letter of 1 December 2017 sent by the Isle of Skye and Raasay 
Councilors, I would like to thank you for seeking and gaining clarification on the position of the 
Councilors with respect to a potential meeting with the Chairman of NHS Highland (NHSH). I 
note that the Cabinet Secretary for Health and Sport (CSHS) has now posted on the Petitions 
Committee website the reality of the interaction with the Chairman of NHSH, which clearly 
vindicates the local Councilors position. In that regard, I think it worth quoting two sentences 
from the Chairman of NHSH quoted in the third last paragraph of the CSHS’s submission:  
‘I understood from your response that you did not believe that a meeting would be helpful if we 
would be reiterating points previously made. As our position has not changed, it is likely that we 
would indeed go over previous statements.’ (emphasis added). 
I believe this statement is key to explaining why the many objectives flaws in the redesign 
process that have been put to NHSH and the CSHS, by elected members, the petitioners and 
many others, are simply ignored - they clearly do not fit with the agenda that NHSH are 
currently running with. I believe it also explains why the substantive and objective points raised 
by the petitioners and others have not been properly addressed. 
 
In the light of Mr. Alston’s attempts to misrepresent the position of the Skye Councillors, and 
given the extreme importance of this matter for our local community, I thought it worth reviewing 
the Cabinet Secretary and NHSH’s various responses to the petitioners’ submissions to the 
Petitions Committee of the Scottish Parliament given the consequences of the dramatic cut to 
community bed numbers in the redesign area and the effective closing of a rural A and E, 
servicing the main population in Portree and North Skye.  
 
On reading through submissions and responses to the petitions committee on PE 1991 I was 
very alarmed indeed to find, although I have to say not totally surprised, that NHSH and the 
CSHS have made a number of very misleading statements, to put it mildly, throughout the 
process and life of this petition. The bottom line that seems to reappear time and again in the 
submission of NHSH/CSHS is that this is a ‘North-South issue’ in the area and not about 
substantive or objective issues. Anyone familiar with the situation here knows full well it is 
patently not a North-South issue and indeed this repeated statement to your committee is the 
exact opposite of the actuality of the case which, of course, is why I was elected at the last local 
elections on one of the biggest local election voter turnouts in Scotland and with no less than 
three hustings held on the topic of health care redesign in the run up to the election. Before 
turning to actual quotes from this petitions process, it is worth sketching why the repeated 
claims of this being a North vs South issue are false but have nonetheless been an important 
diversionary tactic.   
 
As you will perhaps know from recent reports in the media, the situation on Skye with respect to 
the hospital redesign is creating a meltdown of our services, both in terms of the dramatic 
reduction in ‘A and E’ provision in Portree and North Skye and also the slashing of community 
beds on the island which impact on the whole redesign area. Barely a day goes by that I do not 
receive at least one serious complaint about the impact this redesign is having on the lives of 
my constituents. Examples include people with serious medical conditions who no longer have 
the timely access they require in an emergency, and older people being refused beds on the 
island and being redirected to Glasgow or Inverness where in the interim their condition 
becomes much worse and they end up ‘blocking’ beds in Raigmore the very thing that the 
redesign is supposedly all about (although sadly this is perhaps the most misleading part of the 
whole narrative since it is now clear that the redesign here is simply about savage cost cutting 
and a dismantling of the NHS in our rural communities which will ultimately render these 
communities unsustainable).  



 

 

 

 
Of course, as this unacceptable situation continues, there are ample empty hospital beds 
available in Portree that the NHSH refuse to staff despite repeated injunctions from the CSHS 
that they are not supposed to be closed until new ‘arrangements’ are in place and proven to 
work. And she has repeated this statement on many occasions to your committee to apparently 
reassure your members, but she has taken no action to ensure that the situation is remedied. 
Initially, the excuse for not filling these beds was that cooking staff could not be recruited and 
then the reason turned to a housing shortage due to the tourism boom here. However, that 
story has also been debunked by a press release from the Skye and Lochalsh Housing 
Association, one of the most proactive local housing authorities in Scotland, who have noted 
that their current spend on new housing is £25 million with many affordable houses becoming 
available in Portree and Broadford this year.  
 
Additionally, why would any authority that is genuinely interested in the welfare of our citizens 
close a rural A and E (Portree) which has the greatest ability to maximize the number of people 
on the whole of Skye, Lochalsh and South West Ross (SLSWR), plus all the many visitors who 
visit our islands, to receive ‘A and E’ treatment in the crucial 30 minute and 60 minute time 
horizons, and indeed plan to place the only remaining rural A and E in a sub optimal location 
were these numbers are not maximized? Then further exacerbate the situation by prohibiting 
ambulances stopping in that optimal location day or night and forcing them to make the extra 
journey to the sub optimal location, or perhaps even further, putting the majority of people on 
Skye and Raasay outside the crucial golden hour and half hour. Is this the North vs South that 
the CSHS repeatedly refers to in her submissions to your committee and will do nothing to 
address given the potentially serious and life threatening issues it raises for this community?   
 
In sum, for many here the situation that has developed is nothing short of inhumane as my 
constituents suffer huge trauma and unnecessary pain from long journey times (these maybe 
up to 5 or 6 hours if a trip to a far distant hospital is required), which they may or may not 
survive, when previously they could have the care they need near home and their loved ones. 
Clearly with reduced A and E services in North Skye the risk is much greater of people not 
being able to get to an A and E facility in time within accepted norms such as the golden hour 
and half hour. The reason I believe matters have got to this stage is in large part the blatant 
misrepresentation by NHSH of the actuality of the situation on SLSWR to both the CSHS and 
especially to the Petitions Committee. In terms of the latter, there are two key aspects that are 
of serious concern to my constituents: the dramatic cuts in beds numbers on the island, despite 
promises and assurances to the contrary, and the closure of the rural ‘A and E’ facility that 
existed in Portree from 1964 to 2014. Specifically, the following extracts from Petitions 
Committee papers are of relevance: 
 

Hospital bed numbers 
First in a Scottish Government letter dated 14 January 2016 regarding one of the key elements 
of concern re bed numbers there is the following clear statement to your Committee: 
 

‘In terms of overall inpatient cover on Skye, NHS Highland were clear that the plans for 
inpatient bed numbers at the new build in Broadford will be similar to the two current 
sites (32).’ 

 
Regrettably that statement is already not true since NHSH have now stated in the Outline 
Business case that the number of beds in the new hospital will be 24. I don’t think anyone could 
call a cut in the number of beds on Skye by one quarter ‘a similar amount’, especially since the 
catchment area of the redesign has been expanded to include South West Ross, so that clearly 
is a blatant mistruth in the CSHS’s submission to your Committee. Indeed, this is on top of a 
previous commitment from NHSH not to cut 6 community hospital beds on the island after they 



 

 

 

closed Gesto community hospital; so the effective cut in bed numbers here is from 38 to 24 a 
dramatic change of 36%, at a time when Skye and Raasay have one of the fastest growing 
populations in Highland. The World Bank provides world-wide bed number data on beds per 
1000 of the population. For the UK as a whole, it is 10.7, but for the redesign area it is a 
startling 1.6 putting us on a par with some of the poorest countries in the world such as Senegal 
and Burundi! Perhaps most starkly this number is dramatically different too to our near neighbor 
Lewis, which has many of the island characteristics of Skye and Raasay, but has a bed score of 
5.5, over three times that on Skye and Raasay, yet we face the same range of issues; so why 
the blatent discrimination? It’s little wonder that many living here worry not only about the 
wellbeing and health of our people but the wellbeing and sustainability of our currently vibrant 
local economy. 
 
One of the first things that NHSH did in the course of the redesign was to close a full 6 bedded 
ward in Portree towards the end of 2016. Since then they have deliberately run-down staff 
numbers so that the hospital runs on a knife edge making it unsustainable for safety reasons 
with closure to new patients in August 2017. Why did a model run successfully for 50 years that 
met the needs of the local population suddenly start being unsustainable after the NHSH 
redesign process began? The lack of beds on the island has of course serious implications for 
our A and E cover since SAS figures show that ambulances spend more time shuffling patients 
around the country to find a bed rather than be available for A and E duties. 
 

Accident and Emergency provision 
In terms of A and E provision, we again find that NHSH have done everything they can to 
mislead your committee.  
 
The CS letter to your committee on 14 January 2016 states  
 

‘In approving the proposals, I noted that there are no plans to change the arrangements 
for out-of-hours and emergency cover in Portree.’ It is noteworthy that the CS times this 
at the point of approval of plans in 2015 whilst the redesign started in 2014.  

 
This follow on quote, from the same letter, is also instructive with respect to misleading the 
Petitions Committee re A and E   

 
‘In responding to the petitioners’ concerns about reduced access to primary and 
emergency care, NHS Highland has given an assurance that there has been no 
reduction in these services and there is no plan to change this under the redesign. 
Currently at Portree Hospital there is a Primary Care Emergency Centre and a Minor 
Injuries Clinic – both operate 7 days a week between 08:00 to 23:00. The centre is not 
open 23:00 to 08:00 with Out of Hours being covered by Rural Practitioners in Broadford, 
supported by the North Skye on-call Doctor.’  
 
‘As noted, access to these services is not being changed as part of the service redesign 
and will therefore continue to be delivered. The petitioners have previously raised 
concern that 24 hour medical cover will be removed from Portree Hospital along with 
‘Accident & Emergency’. As noted above, there is no 24 hour medical cover delivered 
from Portree Hospital and the Board have been clear that there is no A&E Department at 
Portree Hospital - this hospital does not have the specialist staff or support services 
required for an A&E. The Board advise that appropriate emergency patients in the north 
are taken directly to Broadford and this has been the case for many years. There is no 
change to the pathway for such patients under the approved service changes.’  

 



 

 

 

The statements in the above two sentences are disingenuous beyond belief since the 
appropriate time period of the start of the redesign is 2014, not at the time of the approval of the 
redesign, as the CSHS suggests, which was in 2015. There has never been a full consultant led 
A and E anywhere on Skye (at either Broadford or Portree) as there is in the bigger towns and 
cities of Scotland and indeed on the other larger islands of Scotland. From 1964 to 2014 NHSH 
designated the hospitals in both Portree and Broadford as ‘community emergency hospitals’ 
and like many in the community hospitals in the highlands their accident and emergency units 
were deemed just that by local people since SAS ambulances were able to stop with ‘accident 
and emergency’ patients at an A and E unit and be seen 24/7 by a doctor led tem of nurses 
irrespective of whether an ambulance was available or not. I can provide SAS data on several 
thousand transports of urgent and emergency patients to Portree Hospital until 2014 to 
establish this fact.  
 
If there never was a rural A and E in Portree, as NHSH and the CSHS suggest, why then were 
SAS ambulances allowed to take many thousands of patients involved in accidents and 
emergencies to Portree hospital 24/7 over the period 1964 to 2014? This practice ceased in 
2014, at the start of the redesign, when an enforcement notice was put in place to prohibit 
ambulances stopping at Portree Hospital with patients who had suffered an emergency or 
accident. In taking the line they have with respect to this issue, NHSH treat local people and 
health service staff with disrespect, and have clearly been allowed to get away with such 
actions for a long time given the democratic deficit in managing and planning the NHS here. 
The new system, brought in during the redesign and described above puts nearly all of north 
Skye, the most populous part of Skye, out of the golden hour and is one of the key reasons the 
petition was lodged with the Scottish Parliament in the first place.   
 
As NHSH play with semantics they are also effectively playing with people’s lives, including the 
60,000 or so tourists that can be based in North Skye on any given day over spring, summer 
and autumn tourist seasons. The Cabinet Secretary for Tourism has made much capital of the 
poor tourism infrastructure on Skye at the very time when her government are effectively 
dismantling what all democratic societies regard as the corner stone of their infrastructure, 
namely the health service, and turning it into a service more akin to that provided in a 
developing country.   
 
To underscore the misleading nature of responses from NHSH and CSHS, and the thoroughly 
undemocratic nature of the redesign, it is worth referring to the letter of 18 March 2016 from the 
CSHS in which she states that the NHSH model of redesign was backed by 86% of those who 
responded to the only consultation survey offered to the people of SLSWR during this process. 
What she doesn’t mention in her letter is that those responding to the survey were only voting 
for or against a hub and spoke model and the location of the hub and spoke. No one locally has 
been consulted about the closing of a rural A and E in Portree, the slashing of bed numbers on 
the island to developing country levels or indeed the shocking directive that ambulances cannot 
stop in Portree at any time even if the crew deem it necessary in an emergency situation (it is 
worth repeating that Portree is an urban township and the main employment centre for all of 
SLSWR with the maximum reach to save lives in an emergency). What the CSHS also does not 
mention is that the participation rate in this poll was only 20% overall and a miniscule 15% for 
Portree and North Skye. Why? Because the only option on the survey for the location of the 
hub was Broadford because NHSH already had a piece of land in that location, not a very good 
justification on which to base all of your planning for health and social care over the next 60 
years! To put this frequently cited ‘consultation’ into perspective, it is worth drawing an analogy 
with the voting in the Scottish Parliament. Say in a Scottish Parliamentary election the majority 
of people on Skye and Raasay wanted to vote Labour but the only option available were all 
from a single other party! My understanding is that even in countries such as Russia there are 
better democratic structures in place than this. And beyond that would any responsible 



 

 

 

management team not have alarm bells ringing about a 15% response in Portree and North 
Skye? What about the remaining 85% that didn’t respond? Why did they not respond; I think 
the nature of the consultation and the above analogy makes the answer to that question 
obvious.   
 
I would hope that, as a fellow democratically elected representative charged with chairing the 
Petitions Committee, you will continue to endeavour to seek, on behalf of the people of Skye, 
Raasay and beyond, answers to the key issues brought to the Committee and raised again in 
this letter. It is most unfortunate that the Cabinet Secretary did not follow the advice of your 
committee and seek wider review of the extant issues here than the limited ‘view’ of out of 
hours provision that she has currently implemented. However, I am now in no doubt that the 
multiple failures of NHSH to follow mandatory guidelines in their options appraisal work, the 
misrepresentations made to your committee, and especially the fact that their actions in the 
redesign means that NHSH are putting the lives of locals and visitors at risk, run against the 
democratic will and needs of my constituents, and must be addressed with a full independent 
review of all aspects of this matter. Furthermore, I believe the way in which this matter has been 
handled raises other important and wider issues about the nature of the democratic process in 
our country and I believe that nothing short of some form of public enquiry will be necessary to 
address these issues so that what the people have faced here for the last four years cannot 
occur again in Scotland and I intend pressing for this going forward and I trust that other 
democratically minded people will support me in this.  
 
 


